
Peavey continue to make clever solutions for the install market. Al Craig wants one
for his kitchen.

The Peavey Media Matrix, since it was first brought on
to the market in 1993, has gradually made its mark
as a piece of  equipment that every contract installer

should be intimate with. Now, the Architectural Acoustics
division at Peavey have launched the latest in the Media
Matrix series and encompasses 16 pieces to aid in instal-
lations – the X-Frame 88.

Housed in a 1U package, the X-Frame 88 is an eight in
by eight out DSP-based processor that offers many of  the
features of  its bigger brothers (the MM980nt, MM960nt,
MM760nt, and the Miniframe 208nt), in a configuration
and price that may be more suited to many lower-end
applications. Four on-board Motorola 56002 DSPs are in
the engine room. On the front panel,
there are input and output LEDs, a
user definable data wheel, eight user
definable push button ‘presets’
switches, a pair of  link status LEDs, a
fault indicator and an LCD status
screen. On the rear, the eight balanced inputs and eight
balanced outputs are on euro blocks. There are four RJ-
45 connectors (that allow expansion to 24 inputs and
outputs with the addition of  two MM-8802 modules), an
RS-232 connector for your laptop, four voltage control
inputs (10V) for remote control devices, two closure
contact switch connectors, and an RS-485/X-NET serial
connector (for connection to an AMX or Crestron-type
system).

In the software, you get an vast array of  audio ‘devices’
to play with:

• Crossovers – two-way, three-way and four-way. With
12, 24, 36, 48dB per octave slopes.

• Delays – one to eight output units with up to 200 mil-
liseconds (but if  you need more, you could cascade
devices ad infinitum). And there is a clever little analysis
report that calculates the digital latency of  your entire
design with the ability to automatically adjust timing
through different paths so as to maintain consistent
timings from input to output).

• Dynamics – AGC, Compressors, Duckers, Expanders,
Ambient Level Sensors, Gates, Limiters.

• Equalisers – Graphic (octave, one-third, two-third),
Parametric (3-, 5-, 6-, 8- 10-band mono or stereo).

• Filters – High Pass, Low Pass, Band Pass, Shelving.
• Level Controls (with remote controls); Distribution

Amps (up to 16 outputs), Line Amps.
• Panners – Stereo (L/R), three-way (L/C/R), four-way

(L/R/LR/RR), five-way (L/C/R/LR/RR).
• Meters – LED (overload and signal present), Peak

(mono and stereo), RMS (mono and stereo).
• Test Signals – DC Generator, LFO, Pink and White

Noise, Sine Wave.
• Mixers – two to 24 inputs (but, again, you can

cascade or stack any number you want, but try not to
think of  mixers in the conventional sense, rather think of
them as adjustable buffer amps or combiners).

• Processors – Factory ready for Peavey branded
speakers (Impulse and Q factor).

• Routers – up to 24 by 24.
• Graphics – user definable blocks for comments,

labels, title blocks or custom bitmaps.

Go Configure
If  you’ve never played with DSP-based processors, you
owe it to yourself  to go to the Peavey website
(http://mediamatrix.peavey.com/) and download the
software that drives these things. In the ‘old’ days, a
designer might sketch a schematic and wiring diagram for
a new system on a piece of  paper, and then have it pro-
fessionally drafted (using a CAD program or a good
spreadsheet). Or maybe, using products like Stardraw,
they might jump right in and design the system right
down to the specific brand of  each piece in the system,
with an accurate depiction of  the rack layout and wiring
configuration. What is amazing about the Media Matrix
products is that you design in a similar fashion to the way
you always did, but at the end of  the process, you only
need to execute the ‘Compile’ command and, bingo!, you
instantly have a working system, which can be tweaked
from your laptop on site.

Traditionally, an install design is made up of  a number
of  core components – a mixer, a graphic EQ, maybe a
compressor or two, some distribution amps, and an odd
assortment of  relay closures, or remote control devices.
With the Media Matrix system, the computer program is
full of  all the devices you are ever likely to need – line
amps, mic amps, distribution amps, mixers, compressors,
gates, duckers, limiters, equalisers and delay units.

Although DSP power is a finite resource, you would be
hard pressed to design a system that would exhaust the
available power. And if  you did, you could simply move
up to the next larger system. However, the 24-bit A/D
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and D/A
converters
allow you to
select one of
three sample
rates – 32k,
44.1k or 48k.
So if  you
were
designing a
‘speech only’
system, you
might select
the 32k
sampling

rate and assign the saved DSP power to other areas.

Left To Your Own Devices
In practice, you grab devices from the device library and
arrange them on your screen in a logical order that suits
your design. And none of  the products are ‘brand
specific’. If  your design calls for an eight by two mixer,
you do not have to think whether it’s a Mackie eight by
two or an Allen & Heath eight by two or a Yamaha eight
by two... it’s just an eight by two. And if  it needs to be a
nine by two mixer, that’s dead easy – just copy and paste
another input strip into your existing eight by two device.
But you will need to think a little about the basics of
component design. We have all grown used to products
that amalagamate several processing steps in one
package. For example, any audio desk is a series of
blocks that makes it easier to package and transport:

1. a phantom supply
2. a variable pad
3. a mic preamp
4. a low/high pass filter
5. a parametric equaliser 
6. a fader module
7. an assignable bussing system
8. buffer amps
9. sub group modules
10. master modules
11. matrix modules (which are really just eight by one

line mixers).
With a virtual system like the Media Matrix, you get to

put the desk together in the way that best suits you and
the application. After you have all the components in
place, you switch to the ‘wiring’ mode (where your mouse
icon cleverly turns into a patch cord) and you simply click
and drag a wire (or group of  wires) from one component
to the next. Output can have many destinations, inputs
can have only one source (of  course, if  you want two
sources into one input your need only add a two by one
mixer). Once all your wires are in place, you run the
compile routine, connect your upstream (mics, CDs,
DVDs) and downstream devices (power amps or powered
speakers) and you’re in business.

New Venue
Peavey has targeted the venue market for this product. In

the supplied literature, stadiums, performing arts centres,
theatres, churches, conference centres, schools, theme
parks, hotels and airports are all prime candidates for
their systems. And although these kinds of  systems will
never replace concert touring systems, recording studios
and post production systems, I can envisage that this unit
could easily sit in a rack in any of  these facilities and
provide a simple method for insert processing.

The amount of  outboard processing in a world class
concert rider is pretty astounding (and often extremely
brand specific). But with one of  these babies, you could
have eight channels of  processing that would allow you to
string together all manner of  devices. Imagine having the
ability to easily insert a gate, a compressor, a parametric
equaliser and a digital delay across your kick, snare,
rack1, rack2, floor tom, bass, guitar and lead vocal
inputs? Or insert it into your eight subgroups? Or how
about replacing your system controller with an X-Frame
88 configured as two ins by eight outs (that’s stereo inputs
with subs, low/mids, high/mids and highs) with all the
crossovers, equalisation, time alignment and protection
circuitry demanded by today’s top-end systems?

The specs provided read like the device is state-of-the-
art, but with no way of  testing, I am loathe to comment
on the validity of  what the manufacturer purports.
However, as I have said before, everyone is looking for
value for money and, although audio quality is high on
the list, it is not the only factor that makes a product
worth owning. Speaking of  supplied information, the
supplied user manual, although clearly marked
‘temporary manual’, was a bit limited in useful informa-
tion. As with many products on the market today, a user
manual often outlines how to use the product very effec-
tively, but is usually devoid of  case studies and real-world
examples of  how other users have made the most of  any
given product. This is not a slam at Peavey specifically,
but a general whinge at all the technologically-based
industries (and especially the IT boffins who think we, the
end user, can cope with their warnings and error
messages – but that’s another article, another time).

Like any of  the Media Matrix family, the X-Frame 88 is
certainly a flexible and useful Swiss army knife for
installers, and the price will no doubt see its use in venues
where other (more low-tech) arrangements would
normally be made. I like the idea of  configuring and fine-
tuning the install on site with a laptop, loading in the info,
and letting the X-Frame do its job thereafter. I mean,
most of  these smaller venues tend to be very ‘set and
forget’ and, in this regard, the low profile/low cost/high
power capability of  the X-Frame 88 is ideal.
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An example of  a typical X-Frame 88 DSP configuration.


